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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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Flash and PHP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Quickly develop dynamic Flash applications with PHP
    The demand for rich Internet applications (RIAs) such as complete storefronts and interactive surveys is skyrocketing, as is the pressure to create these dynamic apps overnight and at low cost. This in-depth Bible provides the step-by-step instructions you need to quickly...
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Clustering (IEEE Press Series on Computational Intelligence)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Clustering has become an increasingly important topic in recent years, caused by the glut of data from a wide variety of disciplines. However, due to the lack of good communication among these communities, similar theories or algorithms are redeveloped many times, causing unnecessary waste of time and resources. Furthermore, different terminologies...
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Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009

	Microsoft Silverlight 2 is a new development platform designed to make the development of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) far easier than has previously been possible. Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise addresses the question of how you can bring Silverlight 2 to your company to provide rich Internet experiences that will interface...
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The Book of CSS3: A Developer's Guide to the Future of Web DesignNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		CSS3 is the technology behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web today, but the official documentation can be dry and hard to follow. Luckily, The Book of CSS3 distills the heady technical language of the CSS3 specification into plain English, so you can get started on your next project right away.

	
		With...
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Getting Started with Oracle Data Integrator 11g: A Hands-on TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012

	The May 26, 2011 edition of the Economist magazine cites a report by the the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) about data becoming a factor of production, such as physical or human capital. Across the industry, enterprises are investing significant resources in harnessing value from vast amounts of data to innovate, compete, and reduce...
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Developing  a hapi Edge: A rich Node.js framework for apps and servicesBleeding Edge Press, 2015

	“Developing a hapi Edge” shows you how to build enterprise-quality web applications using the hapi service and application framework. By walking through the creation of a real web application, hapi-plugins.com, you will learn how to configure and start hapi, build out APIs, perform authentication, validation, caching, and so much...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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Learn Android Studio: Build Android Apps Quickly and EffectivelyApress, 2015

	Learn Android Studio covers Android Studio and its rich tools ecosystem, including Git and Gradle: this book covers how Android Studio works seamlessly with Git, for source control, and Gradle, a build and test tool. In addition, this book demonstrates how to develop/collaborate with remote Git web-hosting services such as GitHub and...
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Managed DirectX 9 Kick Start : Graphics and Game ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2003
Managed DirectX was released with the latest version of the core DirectX libraries in DirectX9. It enables developers using the new .NET languages (i.e. C#, VB.NET, etc.) to develop rich multimedia applications with DirectX. Unfortunately the Managed DirectX runtime was released without adequate documentation, and developers are having a hard time...
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.NET Framework SecurityPearson Education, 2002
Welcome! The book you hold in your hands is a comprehensive guide and roadmap to the security infrastructure of the Microsoft .NET Framework. The .NET Framework is Microsoft's new cross-language development environment for building rich client applications and XML Web Services. One of the key features of the .NET Framework is a robust security...
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Web Standards Programmer's Reference : HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and PHPWrox Press, 2005
Web Standards
HTML, CSS, JavaScript,®  Perl, Python,®  and PHP      

Serving as both a "how-to" guide and a reference, this book is one-stop reading for all the essential Web standards—XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, CGI with Perl and Python, and PHP. In today's web environment, professional web coders and serious...
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